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Watch free videos  
on our new  

YouTube channel  
"System Q CCTV"

Installer Details:

antihum.com
Cable & ClipsAccess RG59 Co-ax Cables

Introduction to Cable & Clips
Cable is the lifeblood of any CCTV system so it's important not to cut costs here. Antihum® cable may cost 

a couple of pounds more per drum than other brands but it uses a solid copper core that produces longer 
cable runs (x1.4) than inferior Copper Coated Steel (CCS) or Aluminium (CCA).
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 fSolid Copper Core
 fLow Loss 2.5dB/100m
 fDouble Shield
 fBonded Aluminium Foil

Quality cable on quality
wooden drums. 

Saves time - perfect for 
professional installers!

RG59 cable is used to carry the video signal from CCTV cameras to a DVR.

Modern CCTV cameras are now megapixel technology and often have the ability to 
send control data through RG59. So if you want the best picture quality & performance 
from your HD cameras, you want the best cable for the job, you want antihum® cable!

For the professional CCTV installer who is installing CCTV cameras where space is 
tight we also have our popular Mini RG59. You 
get the same great results but with a cable 
almost ½ the size of the standard one. It's great 
for covert cameras.

Choice of Colours
Black or white PVC  

outer sheath

Double Shield
Glued foil means it cuts and stays right 
to the very edge of the insulator for max 
protection against interference - that’s 
why we call it “antihum®”

for longer runs. 
Not inferior CCS or CCA

Solid Copper Core
0.12 x 48 

aluminium 
wire shield

Premium Quality

SPECIFICATION
Black or White Sheath

Solid Copper Core -
Standard 0.7mm, Mini 0.405mm

Low Loss 2.5dB/100m
0.12x48 Aluminium Wire Shield

Bonded Aluminium Foil
PVC Outer Sheath

Description Black Code White Code
RG59 Standard 100m CAB500 CAB090 
RG59 Standard 250m CAB520 CAB095 

RG59 Mini 200m CAB302 CAB301 

RG59 Max Performance 
Solid Copper Core & Double Shielding

… in standard & mini size for easy 
& flexible installation

RG59+2 
Standard 

White

RG59+2 
Mini 

White

RG59+2 
Standard 

Black

RG59+2 
Mini 

Black

 fSolid Copper Core
 fLow Loss 2.5dB/100m
 fDouble Shield
 fBonded Aluminium Foil

SPECIFICATION
Black or White Sheath

Solid Copper Core -
Standard 0.7mm, Mini 0.405mm

Low Loss 2.5dB/100m
2 Power Cores -

Standard 7 x 03.38mm,
 Mini 0.19mm x 16 

0.12x48 Aluminium Wire Shield
Bonded Aluminium Foil

PVC Outer Sheath

Supplied on wooden 
drums not cardboard 

so they don't fall apart 
in your van.

Also available: PTZ Combo with video, power & data

Separating Cables 
For a fast, easy installation

Two Power Cores 
For powering the camera  

7 x 0.38mm copper

12mm
diameter

Choice of Colours
Black or white PVC  

outer sheath

Double Shield
Glued foil means it cuts and stays right 
to the very edge of the insulator for max 
protection against interference - that’s 
why we call it “antihum®”

for longer runs. 
Not inferior CCS or CCA

Solid Copper Core0.12 x 48 
aluminium 
wire shield

Antihum® branded RG59+2 cable uses 24 x 0.15 copper conductors for each of 
the power cores, TWICE the size of some of our competitor’s cores! This means 
using antihum® cable, you can use it for TWICE the distance compared to our 
competitors before you get the same volt drop.

Similarly we use a SOLID COPPER core for the 
Co-ax which means again over the same cable 
length our video signal is up to 4X as strong as 
our competitors that use “copper coated” centre 
conductors.

Premium Quality

Description Black Code/Price White Code/Price
RG59+2 Standard 100m CAB502 CAB512 
RG59+2 Standard 250m CAB522 CAB532 

RG59+2 Mini 100m CAB309 CAB308 

RG59+2 Video & Power Cable
... 2-in-1, Saves Time & Money! 

Cable Diameters

6mmMini

12mmStandard


